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Abstract. The main functions of viral capsids are to
protect, transport and deliver their genome. The
mechanical properties of capsids are supposed to be
adapted to these tasks. Bacteriophage capsids also
need to withstand the high pressures the DNA is
exerting onto it as a result of the DNA packaging and
its consequent confinement within the capsid. It is
proposed that this pressure helps driving the genome
into the host, but other mechanisms also seem to play
an important role in ejection. DNA packaging and
ejection strategies are obviously dependent on the
mechanical properties of the capsid. This review
focuses on the mechanical properties of viral capsids
in general and the elucidation of the biophysical
aspects of genome packaging mechanisms and ge-
nome delivery processes of double-stranded DNA
bacteriophages in particular.
Keywords. Capsid mechanics, genome packaging, genome delivery, osmotic pressure, atomic force microscopy,
optical tweezers, biophysics.
Introduction
Viral capsids are nanometre-sized containers that
possess complex mechanical properties and whose
main function is to encapsidate the viral genome in
one host, to transport it and to subsequently release it
inside another host cell. One of the remarkable
properties is the self-assembly of capsids in a regular
and well-defined structure. These self-assembled
capsids need to protect effectively the packaged
genome, whereas it also needs to be opened at the
rightplaceandtimetoreleasethegenome.Therefore,
the demands on the capsids mechanics and function
are highly specific.
Bulk chemical assays as well as electron microscopy
and crystallography experiments have been used to
study viral systems over many years and a wealth of
informationis extruded from such experiments.In the
last few years single-particle/molecule techniques [1]
have also become available to study (i) mechanical
properties of viral capsids [2], (ii) phage genome
packaging [3], and (iii) phage genome ejection [4].
This review gives an overview of research done on
these three topics and the relation between these
topics is highlighted. Experiments using these techni-
ques are discussed with an emphasis on biophysical
methods.
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Cellular and Molecular Life SciencesCapsid mechanics
The mechanical properties of viral capsids are crucial
for its proper functioning, because rupture of the
capsid due to defects occurring during maturation or
as a result of external influences outside the host will
in general result in a loss of infectivity. Questions that
rise when considering mechanics of capsids are,
among others, how do the mechanical properties
change during maturation, what is the difference in
properties of empty vs. full capsids, what is the
difference between spherical and cylindrical capsids
and, in view of their different infection strategies, how
do the mechanical properties of animal, plant and
bacterial viruses relate to each other?
Bulk measurements have yielded insight into the
 averaged  properties of viruses; however, by intro-
ducing single-particle techniques such as atomic force
microscopy(AFM)[5],it becamepossible tomeasure
and manipulate individual viruses. AFM has been
used to apply point forces on single particles [2, 6–8],
wherebyultimatelythestrengthoftheprotein-protein
interactions in the capsid is measured. Viruses can be
imaged repeatedly in a non-destructive way using this
technique. Furthermore, AFM is uniquely suited to
study mechanical properties of small biological enti-
ties such as viruses due to its high sensitivity in
applying and measuring forces combined with the
possibility to work under physiological conditions.
AFMhasbeenusedtoimagearangeofviruses[9–13],
but here the focus is on those experiments measuring
the mechanical properties of viral capsids.
A linear elastic response is expected for indentations
of thin homogeneous shells when the indentation is in
the order of the shell thickness [14]. The shell spring
constant kshell is given by
kshell = aEh
2 / R (1)
with a geometry-dependent proportionality factor a,
Young s modulus E, the shell thickness h and the
radius R [14]. The value of E can be calculated when
kshell is measured and when values for h, R and a are
available, for instance from cryo-electron microscopy
studies, X-ray crystallography and theory. For a small
deformation of a thin-shelled capsid it is possible to
calculate the proportionality factor a analytically by
modelling the capsid as a homogeneous, spherical and
elastic shell. In the case of large deformations or for
viruses with thick shells, a finite-element analysis can
be performed to model the elastic behaviour of these
viruses. Such analyses have, for instance, shown that
for large indentations of the (thick) shell of cowpea
chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV), the deformation
remains linear with the force and that Eq. (1) still
holds [6, 15]. The proportionality factor a can then be
extracted from the finite-element analysis [6]. Typical
values for a are around unity [2, 6].
Young s modulus can differ significantly between
different viruses. AFM experiments on the Bacillus
subtilis bacteriophage F29 [2] have shown that
Young s modulus of the immature, empty F29 pro-
head (procapsid) is ~1.8 GPa, which is comparable to
other structural proteins like actin, tubulin and
collagen [16] and to that of hard plastics. Comparing
Young s modulus of the F29 prohead with the empty
capsidoftheplantvirusCCMV,whichis0.14 GPa[6],
and with the immature capsid of the animal virus
murine leukemia virus (MLV), which is 0.23 GPa [7],
it was found that the latter two are one order of
magnitudesmallerthantheformer.Thedifferencesin
the mechanical characteristics of F29 and those of
CCMV and MLV seem to be reflected in their
assembly pathways. The capsid of phage F29 self-
assembles and subsequently a packaging motor is
required for DNA encapsidation. The internal pres-
sure that the packaged DNA exerts onto the F29
capsid is approximately 6 MPa (60 atm) [3]. CCMV
andMLValsoself-assemble,butduringthisprocessits
RNA is integrated into the capsid. Therefore, it is
unlikelythattheRNAwouldexerthighpressuresonto
the viral shell and consequently the mechanical
requirements on their capsids should be lower than
for F29.
The indentation experiments on F29 proheads and
CCMV capsids show that for both types of particles a
reversible linear regime was observed when the
indentation did not exceed 20–30% of capsid height.
Forhigherindentationsacatastrophicdropintheforce
was observed, which is attributed to irreversible
deformation of the capsid. Comparing the threshold
value for nonlinear deformation of empty F29 pro-
headswiththatofemptyCCMVcapsidsshowsthatthe
latter has a threshold force of 0.600.04 nN (
standard error of mean, SEM) [6], whereas the former
can withstand several nanonewtons. Only for forces
above2.80.3 nN(standarddeviation,SD;n=11)[2]
does the response of the F29 capsid starts to deviate
from linearity. Note that the experiments on F29 have
beenperformedwithhigherloadingratesthanthoseon
CCMV. Repeating the experiments with identical
loading rates might result in a smaller difference
between these two viruses. Even though the F29
experimentswerenotperformedonmatureviruses,but
onemptyproheads,theseresultsgiveanindicationthat
bacteriophage capsids will be able to withstand higher
pressures than plant viral capsids. This is also what one
expectsinviewoftheirdifferentgenomeencapsidation
mechanisms as discussed before. Figure 1 shows an
AFM image of an indented F29 prohead.
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propertiesofemptyandfullcapsids,experimentson
the plant virus CCMV [6] and on the animal virus
minute virus of mice (MVM) [8] have been per-
formed. The experiments on CCMV show that
empty capsids as well as those containing the RNA
genomearehighlyelastic.Asforemptycapsids,also
the full capsids behave linearly for indentations of
up to 20–30% in capsid height. The threshold force
for irreversible deformation was observed at essen-
tially the same deformation for all of the CCMV
capsids, but the full capsid is less elastic than empty
ones. This means that a full capsid requires a higher
threshold force for irreversible deformation and
this force turns out to be proportional to the spring
constant. The measured values for the spring con-
stant and the threshold force for empty capsids are
0.150.01 N/m ( SEM) and 0.600.04 nN, respec-
tively, and for full capsids 0.200.02 N/m and
0.810.04 nN, respectively. The effect of a single
point mutation of the CCMV capsid was tested
using a salt-stable mutant. Compared to the full,
wild-type (wt) capsid, the full mutant capsid had a
50% higher spring constant and a 30% higher
threshold force for irreversible deformation. This
impressive effect of a single point mutation on the
capsid strength is valuable information when one
wants to make strong nanocontainers, and these
results could be used for CCMVas these capsids are
alreadyusedasacontainerfornongenomicmaterial
[17].
The experiments on the parvovirus MVM capsids
reveal that the packaged genome can induce an
anisotropic stiffness of the viral capsid [8]. Whereas
the empty capsid has an isotropic spring constant of
0.60.1 N/m, the DNA containing virion has an
anisotropic spring constant. This depends on the
symmetry axis along which is measured. The spring
constantalongthefive-,three-,andtwofoldsymmetry
axesis0.60.2,0.80.4and1.40.5 N/m,respectively.
Finite-element modelling indicates that this aniso-
tropic reinforcement of the capsid could be mediated
by the attachment of the genome at 60 concavities
inside the capsid. In general, it is expected that the
spring constant of an icosahedron depends on the
symmetry axis along which is measured. However,
finite element modelling shows that for a certain ratio
of the shell thickness over the radius the spring
constant along the two-, three- and fivefold axes
coincides [8]. This is the case for the empty MVM
capsid and therefore it shows an isotropic spring
constant. The experiments on CCMV did not show a
spring constant dependency on its symmetry axes
either [6]. A possible explanation is that the varying
shell thickness of the CCMV capsid results in a
uniform spring constant along the different symmetry
axes. Furthermore, it is also possible that the differ-
ences in spring constant were just not resolved; more
measurements could clarify this question.
Theeffectsofmaturationonthemechanicalproper-
tiesofMLV,aretrovirusthatmaturesafterbudding,
have also been tested by AFM measurements [7].
During maturation, which is a prerequisite for
infectivity [18], the virus profoundly changes its
morphology, but not its diameter, as observed by
electron microscopy [19, 20]. There is also a
pronounced difference in the stiffness before and
after maturation [7]. The immature shell has a
spring constant of 0.68 N/m, whereas for the mature
shell this is more than twofold lower (0.31 N/m).
Interestingly, finite-element simulations indicate
that Young s modulus of mature MLV viruses is
1.0 GPa, which is approximately four times higher
than that of the immature form (0.23 GPa). Such a
differencecanbeexplainedbyregardingEq.(1)and
considering the fact that the viral shell decreases its
thickness from 20 to 4 nm during maturation. This
makes it plausible that E has to increase during
maturation, otherwise theoverall mechanical struc-
Figure 1. IndentationexperimentsonphageF29[2].Atomicforce
microscopy (AFM) image of an empty capsid with an AFM tip
drawntoscale.Inthemiddleofthevirustheindentationleftbythe
tipcanbeobserved.Inset:Profileoftheproheadbefore(solidline)
and after (dotted line) the indentation.
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view of the difference in Young s modulus of MLV
before and after maturation, it will be interesting to
repeat the experiments on immature bacteriophag-
es[2]withmatureonestocompareitwiththeresults
on MLV capsids.
The spring constants of the capsids of F29, MLV,
CCMVandMVMliewithinoneorderofmagnitudeof
each other and some interesting features are ob-
served.Abimodaldistributionofspringconstantswas
found across the equatorial region of empty F29
capsids, with values of 0.160.04 N/m ( SD) and
0.310.03 N/m on average. This indicates the exis-
tence of locally soft regions across the surface of the
capsid. The origin of this bimodal distribution within
the equatorial region remains unknown; a possible
candidate for these softer spots is the particular
subunit organisation across the equatorial area. The
other studied, empty viral particles did not show a
multimodal stiffness distribution over their surface.
Theoretical studies on pentameric and hexameric
substructures in CCMV capsids give contradicting
results. On the one hand, normal mode analysis
indicates that pentameric substructures are more
flexible than hexameric ones [21]; on the other hand,
using a percolation rigidity method, it is argued that
pentameric substructures are stiffer [22]. Further
theoretical work shows that the local pressure and
the radial stress in pentamers should be higher than in
hexamers[23].Asnomultimodalstiffnessdistribution
wasfoundforCCMVduringtheAFMmeasurements,
no decisive conclusion can be drawn other than that
the pentameric, hexameric and possible other sub-
structures posses a similar flexibility. Measurements
with sharper tips could reveal whether there is really
any difference.
AFM experiments on the rod-shaped plant virus
tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) yield a Young s modulus
of 1 GPa [24]. However, as the measurements on
TMV are performed in air and because Young s
modulus is obtained in an indirect way (via surface
friction), it is difficult to compare these results to the
previously discussed results of virus indentation
experiments. Experiments are also conducted to
measure the mechanical stability of TMV capsids in
air by exerting lateral forces with an AFM tip [25]. A
permanent decrease in height occurred for lateral tip
forces >30 nN. These values for the lateral threshold
force for irreversible deformation of TMV are again
difficulttorelatetothethresholdforceforF29[2]and
CCMV [6] as the latter two values are obtained in
liquid and by exerting a force perpendicular to the
surface. It was also shown that under weak adsorption
conditions, i.e. hydrophobic surfaces, TMV retains a
cylindrical cross section of 18 nm, whereas under
stronger adsorption, i.e. on hydrophilic surfaces, the
virus becomes deformed due to a maximisation of the
number of interacting groups.
A complementary method to AFM measurements for
testing the mechanical properties of viral capsids is
performing experiments on capsid rupturing with
osmotic shock or by heat treatment. Using the latter
method, it was shown that the pentamers of the phage
P22procapsidarereleasedaftera15-mintreatmentat
708C [26]. The osmotic shock experiments are per-
formed by incubating DNA-filled viruses in high salt
solutions followed by rapid dilution. When the viral
shell is less permeable to salt ions than to water, the
result of dilution will be an uptake of water and
consequent bursting. It is shown that T2, T4 and T6
phage are susceptible to rupture, whereas T1, T3, T5
and T7 remain intact when exposed to the same
treatment [27]. This is explained by assuming that the
odd-numbered T-phages are more permeable to salt
ions than the even-numbered T-phages. Theoretical
considerations on the salt concentration inside the
DNA filled-capsids show that viruses with a low ion
permeability were subject to pressure differences of
10.5 MPa, which resulted in rupture [28]. Those
capsids that were more permeable to ions and that
did not rupture experienced a pressure difference of
7.4 MPa. Apparently, phages can stand a pressure
difference of 7 MPa. A different analysis, which
considers the viral monomeric interactions, leads to
a capsid dimension-dependent rupture pressure of
minimally 11 MPa [29]. This is in agreement with the
values stated above.
The large difference in capsid strength between, on
the one hand, bacteriophages and, on the other hand,
plant and animal viruses seems to stem from the high
pressures that are present in phages. Phages need this
pressure for infecting a new host and this pressure is
achieved by a powerful packaging motor, which
internalises the genome. In the following section this
mechanism of phage packaging is discussed.
Genome packaging
The capsid of double-stranded (ds) DNA phages
readily self-assembles, sometimes in the presence of
scaffolding proteins, but in the absence of nucleic
acids.Subsequently,apackagingmotorinternalisesits
genome (reviewed and discussed in [30–34]), as is also
the case for dsRNA bacteriophages [35]. The self-
assembly and packaging process can be reproduced in
vitro using extracts from infected hosts as shown for
instance for phage l [36–38] and phage F29 [39, 40].
Infectious F29 virions can also be constructed from
cloned gene products and synthetic nucleic acids [41]
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produced from purified components [42]. During the
packaging process, the genome, which can be many
microns long, needs to be compressed to fit inside a
capsid whose diameter is hundreds of times smaller.
Electrostatic repulsion between the nucleic acid
strands will hinder the compaction of the genome
significantly. Moreover, extensive bending energies
need to be overcome as the persistence length of
dsDNA and dsRNA is comparable to the diameter of
the capsid [29, 43, 44]. In general, however, electro-
static repulsion dominates over bending energy and
willgivetheprimarycontributiontotheinternalforce
built-up [45, 46]. A third factor influencing the
packaging is the reduction of entropy of the system.
As a result of these energetically and entropically
unfavourable changes, it is likely that high forces are
involved in the packaging of dsDNA or dsRNA inside
phage capsids. The energy needed for this force
generation comes from ATP consumption and ap-
proximately one ATP molecule is hydrolysed for
every two base-pairs that are packaged [47].
DNA in wt bacteriophage l is packaged tightly, as
shown in small angle X-ray scattering studies [48].
Subsequent experiments on repulsive forces between
dsDNA molecules have led to an estimation of the
pressure in phages at such packaging densities to be
several MPa, depending on DNA density and salt
conditions [49]. It was postulated that this pressure
built-up is necessary for ejection of the DNA into the
host at the beginning of infection [30].
X-ray studieson thecationic-induced condensation of
DNA[50]revealedthatthepackingdensityofDNAin
vitro is comparable to that in phages [51]. The
structure of such condensed DNA resembles that of
the DNA in viruses. This suggests that the pressure in
capsids is not significant when the appropriate coun-
terions are present. However, small differences in
packaging density might have a big effect. Cryo-
electron microscopy experiments have shown that the
T7 genome is packaged in a spool-like configuration
inside the capsid with an average interchain separa-
tionof~2.5 nm[52],whereasthisseparationforphage
l and phage P22 is ~2.4 nm, as derived from X-ray
diffraction measurements [48]. The interstrand dis-
tance of condensed DNA structures in solution is,
depending on the cationic compound, ~2.7–3.5 nm
[44, 50, 53]. This small but significant difference with
the DNA spacing in phages might result in a signifi-
cantpressure beingpresentinsidepackagedphages.It
has been shown theoretically that increasing the
interstrand distance from 2.4 to 2.8 nm results in a
significant drop in the ejection force, which is sup-
posedtobepositivelycorrelatedtothepressureinside
the capsid [54]. Measurements on the pressure inside
wt phages and inside phages with a bigger DNA
interchain distance, which can be accomplished by
packaging a shorter genome, could resolve the ques-
tion whether the close packaging of DNA in phages
really results in an elevated pressure. These measure-
ments could be done with AFM indentation experi-
ments on phage T7 or phage l, for which structural
studies on the packaging of wt genome and genomes
with a shorter length are available [48, 52].
Packaging of the phage F29 dsDNA (complexed with
gp3) into its procapsid requires a powerful molecular
motor [3]. Essential components of this motor are the
head-tailconnector,theprohead(orpackaging)RNA
(pRNA) and an ATPase (gp16) [41]. The pRNA
attaches in a multimeric complex to the connector;
however, it is shown that multimerisation is not
essential for connector binding [55]. Whereas pRNA
is bound to the procapsid with its central domain, it
also has binding sites for gp16 [56]. It is suggested that
gp16 serves as a linkage between pRNA and the
translocated DNA and that it makes essential DNA
contacts during this process [56]. Complementing
experiments on F29 DNA packaging show that
packaging of DNA with a nick is as efficient as
packaging of nick-free DNA [57]. However, DNA
possessing single-strand gaps is only packaged until
the first gap. These results indicate that the DNA
packagingmachineryisnothinderedbynicks,butthat
it does require the two strands of the DNA for
uninterrupted packaging.
DNApackagingof F29 takes place through a channel
inside the connector. X-ray crystallography imaging
revealed that this channel has a diameter of 35   at it
narrowest part [58, 59]. The average diameter of
dsDNAinitsB-form is23  ,thus itissmallenough to
pass the channel. The channel wall is largely electro-
negative, but it includes two electropositive lysine
rings. This means that during translocation the neg-
ativelychargedDNAcaninteractelectrostaticallyata
few points with the inner connector wall. It turns out
that this connector wall can undergo structural
changes: imaging of the connector in the pre- and
post-injection state suggests that premature ejection
of the genome is blocked by gp3, which is present
inside an expanded connector at the end of packaging
[60].
Using laser tweezers [61], the packaging activity of a
single complex in real-time has been followed with
unprecedented detail [3]. Here the force the F29
portal motor generates, while packaging dsDNA into
thecapsid,ismeasured.Abiotin-labelledF29-lDNA
construct with a length 1.8 times that of the F29
genome was used to study the packaging. The average
packaging time of 6.6 mm of DNA, equal to the length
of the F29 genome, was 5.5 min. Moreover, it is
1488 W. H. Roos et al. Physics of viral capsidspossible to package up to ~5% more DNA into the
phage head than the F29 genome length. Slipping
does occur occasionally during packaging, but the
motor quickly gets hold of the DNA and packaging
continues immediately. Furthermore, it was observed
that regular pauses of a few seconds occur during
packaging,butnoslippingismeasuredatthesepauses.
Figure 2 shows a schematic image of the experimental
set-up of this experiment.
It is shown that high forces are needed to package the
micrometer-sized DNA into the F29 capsid. The stall
force of the packaging motor is ~57 pN, which means
that it is among the strongest molecular motors
known. It can generate forces that are ~2 times higher
than RNA and DNA polymerase [62, 63], ~10 times
higher than conventional kinesins [64] and ~20 times
higher than myosin V [65]. These packaging forces
have to overcome extensive electrostatic, elastic and
entropicenergiestobendtheDNA[44,45].Theresult
is that the viral capsids are under a high pressure.
Dividing the internal force built-up (~50 pN) by the
hexagonal capsid surface area of phage F29, an
internal pressure of ~6 MPa (=60 atm) is estimated.
Smith et al. [3] related the work done by the motor
during packaging with theoretical calculations of the
equilibrium free energy change when DNA is com-
pacted to such liquid crystalline densities as are found
inside full capsids. Those predictions are comparable
totheestimateoftotalworkdone,whichindicatesthat
dissipation is not dominant. This means that a
significant amount of work done by the motor is
reversible. Dissipative effects, however, do play a role
during packaging, which is also shown by stochastic
rotation dynamics simulations [66].
A detailed mechanochemical cycle of the F29 pack-
aging motor was obtained recently [67]. This descrip-
tion of a DNA translocating ATPase follows from the
combined results of force-measuring optical tweezers
experiments and bulk biochemical assays. It is shown
that DNA translocation is not taking place during
ATP binding, but probably at the release of phos-
phate. Furthermore, the motor subunits seem to work
in a coordinated fashion with a high processivity.
Phage F29 is an example of a phage that packages
non-concatemeric DNA: a linear mature gp3-termi-
nated dsDNA molecule [32]. A different packaging
mechanism is followed by phage l. This phage pack-
ages its concatemeric DNA until a specific sequence
(cohesive end sequence, or cos site) is recognised,
upon which the DNA is cleaved by the terminase
complex, which for phage l is a ring-formed tetramer
[68]. Phage T4 (the structure and morphogenesis of
which with regard to assembly and DNA packaging
and ejection is reviewed in [69]) and phage P22 are
examples of viruses that use a headful packaging
mechanism. In such a mechanism cleavage of the
concatemeric DNA and the termination of packaging
takes place after a certain genome density is reached
inside the capsid. It was proposed that the P22 portal
serves as a sensor to detect that the head is filled up
with DNA [70]. Recent work on a high-resolution
structure of the P22 capsid, including its portal, has
shown that the portal can change its conformation
[71]. This seems to happen when a certain pressure
inside the capsid is reached due to the packaging of
DNAathighdensities.Therefore,theportalofphages
thatuseaheadfulpackagingmechanismislikelytoact
as a pressure-sensitive trigger to initiate the termina-
tion of packaging.
The experiments on F29, P22 and l have improved
ourknowledgeofpackagingmechanismssignificantly.
However, despite the present information, there are
still many open questions regarding the details of how
the genome packaging motor in tailed dsDNA phages
functions. For instance, it is not clear whether it is a
rotary motor ornot.DNAtranslocation takesplaceat
one of the capsid vertices. This portal vertex, which is
also the place where procapsid assembly is initiated
[31], has a 5-fold rotational symmetry, whereas the
attached tail complex has 6-fold (or 12-fold) symme-
Figure 2. Schematic of DNA packaging experiment of phage F29
[3].(a)Inthe”constantforcefeed-back”modethebeadfollowsthe
packaged DNA. This mode allows to measure packaging time and
to quantify slipping events. (b) There is no feed-back here and this
mode is used to measure the stall force of the packaging motor.
Lengths not to scale, images after [3].
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paradox. Hendrix [72], however, proposed that this
symmetry mismatch is essential and reflects the
necessity of rotation of a part of the specialised vertex
during DNA packaging.
More recently, cryo-electron microscopy experiments
on the F29 head-tail connector within the virus [73]
and X-ray crystallography experiments on the F29
packagingmotor[58]confirmthesymmetrymismatch
and it is again suggested that the packaging motor is a
rotarymotor.However,fusionofaportalproteinwith
an external shell protein of phage T4, which forms a
block to portal rotation during DNA packaging, did
not hinder genome packaging [74]. This supports the
idea that portal rotation is not necessary for genome
packaging [75]. In general, it is shown that a motor-
ratchet mechanism without rotation as well as a
rotating motor can explain the data that are available
on packaging motors [76]. Thus, it remains an open
question what the exact mechanism of DNA pack-
aging is.
Not only bacteriophages package DNA into small
capsids,thehumaninfectingherpessimplexvirustype
1 (HSV-1) has the same method of genome encapsi-
dation [77]. Whereas the exact molecular mechanism
remains elusive, it is at least known which genes are
essential for packaging [78, 79]. Furthermore, the
packaged HSV-1 DNA possesses a liquid-crystalline
densityasisalsothecaseforpackagedphagegenomes
[80]. Interestingly, HSV-1 also resembles phages in its
capsid assembly [78] and genome delivery system [81,
82]. Analysis of capsid protein structures of different
viruses supports the idea of common ancestry of
herpesviruses and tailed dsDNA bacteriophages [83,
84], which would explain the similarities.
Genome ejection
In 1952, Hershey and Chase [85] reported experi-
ments with bacteriophage T2 of which either the
DNA component or the protein component was
labelledradioactively.Withthissystemitwasshown
that during T2 infection the capsid stays outside the
hostcell,whereastheDNAisbeinginjectedintothe
host.Ithasturnedoutthatotherbacteriophagesuse
the same method of delivering their genome into
host cells. Furthermore, HSV-1 uses a comparable
method in which the capsid remains in the cyto-
plasm, whereas the genome is transferred into the
nucleus [81, 82].
There are large differences in genome length of the
different bacteriophages. However, the concentra-
tions at which DNA is packaged is relatively constant,
namely ~500 mg/ml [30]. Clearly, this means that
capsidvolumeisrelatedtogenomelength.Comparing
bacteriophages with viruses that infect eukaryotic
cells, it is observed that the genome packaging
densities in the former are significantly larger than
in the latter [86]. This might also have impact on the
pressures inside the capsids and it probably reflects
the infection strategies. During eukaryotic viral in-
fection, both the genome and the capsid are trans-
ferred together into the host, whereas bacteriophages
only inject their genome through the bacterial mem-
brane, leaving the capsid outside [86]. Pressure built-
up in the phage capsid could provide the energy for
DNA ejection out of it, without ATP hydrolysis or
other external energy sources playing a role [30, 54].
In vitro experiments on DNA ejection out of phage l
have shown that ejection can be inhibited by increas-
ing the external osmotic pressure [87]. The direct
conclusion from these experiments is that in vitro
ejection seems pressure driven.
In vivo phage genome ejection takes place after it is
attachedtothehostcellandaspecificreceptorprotein
(present inthebacterialoutermembrane)triggersthe
openingofthecapsid.Suchcapsidscanalsobeopened
in vitro by these receptor proteins and opening is
followed by ejection of the genome, as shown for
instanceforphagel[88].Whenthisisdoneinaqueous
solutions, almost all of its DNAwill be expelled. Viral
capsids are in general permeable to water and to salt
ions [27, 28, 89], which means that in a simple buffer
solution, osmotic equilibrium is maintained between
the capsid and the buffer solution and that there is no
difference in hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, the
pressure difference inside and outside of a capsid in
a buffer solution containing only small ions is the
resultoftheconfinementoftheDNA.However,inthe
in vivo situation, the DNA is not ejected into a simple
salt solution, but into the cell cytoplasm. This is a
highly concentrated colloidal suspension, character-
ised by high concentrations of proteins and other
macromolecular structures. The ejection of DNA out
of the viral capsid will be hindered by such a solution
[87,90].Whenapressure differenceisthe sole driving
force of the DNA translation, it will drop monotoni-
cally during ejection, as a result of a decreased
pressure inside the capsid. Therefore there should be
a break-even point between the pressure inside and
outside. The result is a viral capsid with partially
ejectedDNAwhenejectiontakesplaceintoasolution
with a high osmotic pressure.
Bulk in vitro experiments in polyethylene glycol
(PEG) solutions with a phage l mutant having a
genome length of 86% as compared to wt phage l
have shown that, for an external osmotic pressure
comparable to that of the cytoplasm of host bacteria,
DNA ejection is inhibited after half of the genome is
1490 W. H. Roos et al. Physics of viral capsidsejected [87, 91]. A schematic of this experiment is
shown in Figure 3a. A further increase in external
osmotic pressure results in a total inhibition of DNA
ejection. Additionally, it was revealed that the
ejection force is significantly influenced by the
genome length inside the capsid. Using a phage l
mutant with the same genome length wt phage l and
a 78% genome length mutant, the osmotic pressure
that totally inhibits ejection was determined [92].
Together with the results on the 86% genome length
mutant [87], it was shown that inhibition pressures
increase with increasing genome length, which is to
be expected for a force-driven ejection mechanism
dependenton internalcapsid pressure.Theseexperi-
ments and the assumption that the osmotic pressure
of E. coli is at least 2 atm [92], implies that genome
ejection out of phage l into E. coli is a two-step
mechanism. The first step, in which approximately
half of the genome is ejected, is a pressure-driven
process. The second step of genome internalisation
could be attributed to a protein-driven ejection
process (see the discussion section for a sum-up of
such processes).
An example of such a two-step ejection process is the
ejection of the T5 genome, as shown in bulk in vivo
experiments [93]. After ejection of the first 8% of
DNA,protein synthesisisstarted usingthispart ofthe
genomeandejectionishalted.Afewminuteslaterthe
remaining part of the genome is internalised and it is
suggested that one of the newly synthesised proteins
pulls the DNA inside the host [94]. Another example
of a two-step mechanism is the DNA ejection out of
phage F29 [95]. In the first step, ~65% of the genome
is ejected into the host, probably driven by the
pressure that is built up due to the DNA packaging
insidethecapsid. Thisstepallowsforsynthesis ofviral
proteins, of which at least one (p17) is needed to pull
the remaining part of the genome inside in the second
step of internalisation. A likely explanation that not
the entire DNA length is ejected by a pressure-
dependent mechanism is that the pressure inside the
capsid drops monotonically during ejection. Thus, at a
certain point, the pressure will be insufficient to eject
the remaining part of the genome. The results on the
ejectionexperimentscanbeunderstoodwhenlooking
attheenergycostofpackagingoftheF29genome[3].
Itwas shown thatonlyafterpackagingof~40%of the
genome a considerable internal force was built up
insidethecapsid.Theseresultspointtoaclearrelation
between the pressures in the packaging and in the
ejection process of phage F29.
As mentioned before, multivalent cations and poly-
amines can condense DNA molecules in vitro to
densities comparable to those inside phage capsids
[51]. This led to the suggestion that those ions will be
an influential parameter in the ejection process. Bulk
in vitro experiments have revealed that this is the case
forionsinsidethecapsid,butalsoforthoseinsolution.
In the presence of the tetravalent cationic polyamine
spermine, the pressure inside phage l drops signifi-
cantly due to the introduction of attractive interac-
tions between the DNA strands in the capsid. This
pressure drop is evident from in vitro experiments
with DNase, which digests the ejected part of the
DNA [87, 89]. Light scattering experiments on
bacteriophage T5 with the trivalent cationic poly-
amine spermidine and DNase have also shown that
the pressure inside T5 capsids drops due to the
presence of multivalent polyamines [96]. Under
these conditions ejection is partially inhibited. How-
ever, in the absence of DNase, but in the presence of
spermine, the ejection is complete for both phage T5
and phage l [89, 97]. This happens despite the
spermine-induced pressure drop inside the capsid. It
means that a DNA condensate outside the virus
Figure 3. Schematics of a selection of genome delivery processes.
(a) A high osmotic pressure in the external environment acts as a
resisting force to DNA ejection and a part of the DNAwill remain
inside the capsid [54, 87]. This is an indication that ejection is
(partially) a pressure-driven process. Image after [54]. (b) In the
presence of multivalent cationic polyamines the ejected part of the
genome condenses. This generates an additional force, pulling the
DNAcompletelyoutofthecapsid[89,97].(c)Uponattachmentof
DNA binding proteins to the genome, an additional force is
generatedthatpullstheDNAcompletelyoutofthecapsid[46,89].
Theshownschematicsareintermediatestates.Thefinalstatein(a)
willbepartialejectionandthefinalstatesof(b)and(c)willbetotal
ejection of the DNA. Images not to scale.
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DNase, as DNase digestion of the ejected genome
takesplaceonatimescalethatisfasterorcomparable
to the rate of ejection) generates an additional force
pulling on the DNA remaining inside the capsid.
Figure 3b shows a schematic of this process. Poly-
amines such as spermidine are natural multivalent
cationic compounds present in bacteria and cells in
millimolar concentrations, most of which associated
withnucleicacids[98].Thesepolyaminesmightplaya
role in the final stage of in vivo DNA ejection out of
phages.However,itneedstobestatedthatspermineis
not present in E. coli [98] and that the free spermidine
concentration in E. coli is lower [98] than the poly-
amine concentration used in these in vitro experi-
ments.
Theoretical [46, 99, 100] and experimental [89] work
has pointed out that binding of proteins to the ejected
part of the genome can also have the effect of a force
pulling the genome into the host. It is estimated that
this force could be the dominant force at the end of
ejection when the pressure has dropped significantly
inside the capsid [46]. A schematic of such a system is
showninFigure 3c.Withoutproteinsorpolyaminesin
solutionthe ejection from phage would be incomplete
because the last piece of DNA is unconstrained (since
it does not experience any bending or repulsion
forces) [89], although it would eventually diffuse out
of the phage.
A system resembling more the in vivo situation is
genome ejection into liposomes. A quantitative ki-
netic study of DNA ejection out of phage l into
liposomes reconstituted with the membrane protein
receptor LamB was performed using fluorescence
microscopy [88]. These experiments showed that
phage l genome ejection was completed within
1 min, which is similar to the in vivo ejection rate
[101].Inadifferentstudy,phageT5DNAwasinjected
into unilamellar liposomes that were reconstituted
with the purified membrane protein receptor FhuA
[102]. Toroidal structures of arbitrary shape of con-
densed DNA were formed in the presence of sper-
mine, as shown by cryo-electron microscopy images.
The authors stated that due to the progressive release
of DNA, these structures are fundamentally different
from DNA condensates formed by mixing DNAwith
spermine in solution.
To test whether the pressure built up inside the T5
capsid is sufficient to eject all of the genome, real
time in vitro studies on single particles are per-
formed. Those experiments revealed that, in vitro,
the DNA ejection process of phage T5 predom-
inantly takes place in a step-wise manner [4].
However, a significant amount of phages transfers
the DNA into solution without halting. Ejection
rates of up to 75 000 bp/s are reached. The experi-
ments are performed by tethering the phages to a
surfaceandbyhydrodynamicallystretchingthepart
of the DNA that is ejected. Fluorescent imaging is
performed using an intercalating dye. The T5
genome has several sites at which the DNA exhibits
single-strand interruptions in one of the DNA
strands, called nicks. A correspondence was found
between the position at which DNA ejection was
paused and the sites where nicks occur. This
suggests that the T5 nicks arrange the DNA in a
certain way so as to represent an energy barrier to
the ejection process. The increased flexibility of the
DNA around the nick site may result in jamming of
the DNA inside the connector or the tail with a
consequent arrest of translocation. Thermal fluctu-
ations could then result in a change into a favour-
able position to resume translocation. Such random
fluctuations could also explain why sometimes a
step-wise mechanism of ejection is observed and
sometimes ejection seems to be continuous. Over-
all, the experiments on T5 indicate that a pressure-
driven mechanism is (partially) responsible for
DNA ejection, but that many questions on this
mechanism remain open [34].
As the pressure in the capsid is supposed to decrease
with decreasing genome length, there should be a
genome length below which infection becomes less
probable or impossible when a pressure-dependent
mechanism is responsible for ejection. Packaging of
phage lwith genome lengths inthe rangeof 80–105%
of the wt genome length is shown to have a constant
efficiency [103]. This efficiency decreases for genome
lengths >105%, but those particles that are packaged
are still fully infectious. Packaging also becomes less
efficientforgenomelengthsbelow80%;however,not
all of those particles that are packaged with such a
short genome are still infectious. This is an indication
that phage l infects cells by a pressure-dependent
ejection mechanism.
One interesting counter example of pressure-driven
DNA ejection is experiments on bacteriophage T7,
which show evidence that a pressure built-up in its
capsid is not even partially responsible for the driving
mechanism of DNA delivery into host cells. Bulk in
vivo measurements on the ejection of the T7 genome
haverevealedthattheinitiationofthisprocessfollows
an enzyme-like mechanism, through which 850 kb of
DNA is internalised [104]. The rest of the DNA is
taken up through transcription by E. coli and,
subsequently, T7 RNA polymerases, which are strong
molecular motors [62]. One of the reasons for such a
mechanism is probably to inhibit restriction of the
viral genome, because access of type I restriction
enzymestotheDNAishinderedbythistranscription-
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scription-independent part of the internalisation
obeys a temperature dependence, which in principle
would not be expected for a pressure-driven process.
Instead, it shows Arrhenius kinetics similar to en-
zyme-driven mechanisms. It should, however, be
noted that a pressure-driven ejection process can
depend on temperature, as has been shown by in vitro
experimentsonphageT5[96].Anexplanationforthis
behaviour could be that there will be conformational
changes of the capsid proteins interacting with the
DNA, which depends on temperature. In vivo experi-
ments on T7 also show that collapsing the membrane
potential abruptly halts the process. This is an
indication that the proton motive force is responsible
for ejection. At the onset of infection, proteins are
ejected from the virus. It is suggested that these
proteins form an extensible tail functioning as a
channel across the cell envelope for DNA transloca-
tion and that two of these proteins establish a
molecular motor for genome internalisation [105].
Recently, the same group postulated that DNA could
alsobetransportedintothecellbywaterdragthrough
the phage tail [106]. However, there is not yet
experimental evidence for this.
Studies on the energy requirements of irreversible
phage binding and DNA transfer into the host have
shown that successful infection of phage is dependent
on the presence of a membrane potential, as observed
forphageT1,F80andT4[107,108].However,invitro
mixing of phage with their membrane receptors leads
to the ejection of the genome in an energy-independ-
ent manner, as can be concluded from experiments on
phage T4 [109] and phage l [110]. This means that, in
principle, energy is not required for (initial) genome
ejection, which could point to an ejection mechanism
that is driven by the pressure resulting from the
genome confinement in the capsid [30]. More recent
experiments on the energetics of DNA transfer have
shown that the transcription independent part of T7
genome internalisation is dependent on the presence
of a membrane potential, as collapsing the membrane
potential results in an abrupt halt of genome trans-
location [104]. Genome ejection out of F29 seems to
be regulated by an energy-requiring protein network,
because de-energisation of the cell results in a passive
and less efficient entry of DNA [95]. These experi-
ments indicate that both in vivo and in vitro experi-
ments are needed to be performed on the same phage
system to reconcile such results. Although, several
mechanisms cooperate to help internalise phage
DNA, the internal pressure seems to be the main
mechanism responsible for the initial part of the
ejection process, explaining the requirement for such
high pressures inside the capsids.
Eukaryotic infecting viruses follow various mecha-
nismsofinfectionandHSV-1hasdevelopedamethod
that is comparable to that of dsDNA bacteriophages.
After uptake by the host, HSV-1 is transported
towards the nucleus via the cellular cytoskeleton
[111, 112], where it releases its genome at the nuclear
pore complex (NPC). In vitro experiments revealed
that treating the HSV-1 capsid with guanidine-HCl
results in DNA expulsion at multiplesites,supposedly
thepentons[113].Theseexperimentsindicatethatthe
packaged genome is under pressure, but give no clue
towhether a mechanism ofarbitraryvertexopening is
adoptedinvivo.Furtherexperimentsshowthatcapsid
docking to the NPC in the presence of cytosol and
energy triggers the release of DNA, which is thought
tohappenthroughonevertexregion[81,82].Electron
microscopy images indicate that genome ejection is
rapid and efficient and that eventually the empty
capsiddissociatesfromtheNPC[111,114].Despiteall
these experiments, the exact mechanism of ejection
out of HSV-1 remains elusive.
Discussion
The experiments on the mechanical properties of
viruses have shown that the spring constant of
immature F29 [2], MLV [7] and of empty CCMV [6]
capsids are quite comparable, whereas Young s mod-
ulus of F29 is clearly higher than that of the other two
viruses. This can be explained by the mechanism of
genome encapsidation. CCMV and MLV self-assem-
ble around the genome, but for F29 a packaging
motor is required. The packaged genome in the latter
is under a high pressure (~6 MPa), exerting a high
force onto the capsid wall. This means it needs to be
strong to prevent rupture and, therefore, a high
Young s modulus is needed. The packaging motor of
F29canworkagainstloadsofupto57 pN[3],making
it one of the strongest molecular motors known. The
pressure build-up inside bacteriophage capsids as a
result of DNA packaging is shown to be sufficient to
initiate genome release in vitro. However, in the light
of recent experimental and theoretical analysis [46,
89], the internal pressure build-up seems to be
responsible only for the initial part of the genome
delivery in vivo.
Several experiments point out that it is likely that
phage genome ejection is a two-step process, where
the first stepis pressure-driven [87,95] and thesecond
step involves the genome being pulled inside by
anotherprocess.Thissecondstepislikelytobeany(or
several) of the following: (i) transcription-based
internalisation [104], (ii) enzyme-like pulling mecha-
nisms by proteins ejected from the viral capsid [105],
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are synthesised after the first part of the genome is
injected [95], (iv) pulling due to genome binding of
proteins, independently of an external energy source
[46, 89] and (v) pulling due to condensation of the
ejected part of the genome [89, 97].
In vitro experiments on phages testing the hypothesis
of pressure-driven DNA ejection have the big advant-
age that most of the parameters can be controlled
precisely and that single-particle experiments are
more easily monitored. However, it should be kept
inmindthat,intheinvivosituation,thephageremains
outside the bacterium and that the DNA is injected
into the host s cytoplasm. This means that normally
theconcentrationsofthedifferentmultivalentcations
andpolyaminesaredifferentinthemediumandinside
the capsid from those inside the bacterium. These
ioniccompoundsareabletodiffusethroughthecapsid
shell and have been shown to influence the ejection
process by acting on the parts of the DNA both inside
and outside the capsid [87, 89, 96, 97]. A pressure-
driven ejection process is dependent on these ionic
concentrations. A second point to be kept in mind is
thatinvitroexperimentsinsimplebuffersolutionswill
never be able to mimic the conditions of the bacterial
cytoplasm, which resemble a highly concentrated
colloidal suspension and will influence the ejection
process [90].
Viral capsids are reported with many different shapes
including spherical, spherocylindrical, rod-like and
conical shapes. One might ask whether functionality
requirementsorenergyminimisationduringassembly
can explain the existence of these different shapes.
Simulations have shown that spherical shapes are
more efficient in packaging and in ejecting of semi-
flexible polymers like DNA than ellipsoidal shapes
[66]. This might explain way spherical-like shapes
have evolved as the dominant shape of bacteriophage
capsids. This is not in contradiction to the existence of
the rod-shaped plant virus TMVas neither packaging
into,nor ejecting outof,these capsidstakesplace.The
continuum elasticity theory can explain the buckling
transition of capsids from a spherical to faceted form
[115], as observed during maturation of HK97 [116–
118] and also the existence of spherocylindrical shells
[119] such as F29. The conical shape of the HIV-1
virus [120], however, is never stable under uncon-
strained energy minimisation and this shape has to be
the result of physical constraints during assembly
[121].
Genome packaging and ejection is dependent on
capsid shape, but the presence of a non-zero capsid
charge will also influence the packaging and ejection
of the negatively charged DNA into and out of
bacteriophage. The inner surface of the HK97 pro-
capsid, for instance, is negatively charged [117].
Capsid expansion during maturation of HK97 can
result from this property of the procapsid. It is
proposed that, at a certain moment during packaging
of the DNA, the electrostatic repulsion between the
capsid and the polyelectrolyte overcomes the energy
barrierforthisexpansion.Thepackagingmotorneeds
to provide the energy to drive this process. The inner
surface of the mature head remains negatively charg-
ed after the expansion is finished. This means that
during ejection of the genome there will be no electro-
static attraction between the capsid and the expulsed
DNA. Electrostatics also plays an important role
during the self-assembly of single-stranded RNA
viruses. In this case, the inner capsid surface is not
negatively charged, but it has a positive charge. The
assembly of the capsid around the RNA is thermody-
namically favourable as the capsid proteins have an
opposite charge to that of the RNA they encapsidate.
Simulations show that this process is enthalpically and
entropically favourable for genomes bearing a compa-
rable but opposite charge to that of the capsid [122].
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